
Understanding Yourself So You Can Better 
Understand Others

Join Us for a Reflective 
Experience

Why…Why have I chosen my profession?
Why do I do what I do?

Why do I only see what I see?
Why do I feel what I feel?

Thursday, May 18, 
2023

2:00– 3:30



What Changes have you seen through 
COVID?

and
And what changes are you seeing post 

COVID?



“The Child”



Hope is the result 
of being love and 
cared for…do you 

feel cared for?

HOPE





Helping Social Service Professionals 
with Goodness of Fit

What is you PURPOSE?
What is you WHY? 

Take time to PAUSE, REVISIT, REFLECT and 
REFUEL

RELECTIVE QUESTION
What do children, families and teachers 

need going forward?
How do I know if I have what is necessary 

to provide what children, families and 
teachers need going forward? 

Take 2 minutes and begin to reflect



Michael Jr – Know your WHY?



WHY...WHY do I TEACH? WHY do I do what I do? Why do I only see what I see? Why do I feel what I feel? Understanding your WHY, truly inspires the WHAT and HOW. Teaching today must have deep roots in REFLECTIVE ENGAGEMENTS within ourselves, our children/students and families.

WHY...

WHY do I do what I do? 

Why do I only see what I see? 

Why do I feel what I feel? 

Understanding your WHY, truly inspires the 
WHAT and HOW. 

“Teaching” today must have deep roots in 
REFLECTIVE ENGAGEMENTS within 
ourselves, our children/students and families. It is 
tightly knitted braiding of  ECE and mental health 
to advance Mental wellness



Know Thyself
To teach, we must know ourselves. 

Walking into the classroom each day is 
an enormous act of courage. To face 

the turbulent emotions, hormones, and 
disparate wants of dozens of children 

at once. To guide and nurture each one 
of these blossoming individuals while 

not losing oneself. How can we see  the 
heart of a child, guide them to find 

their path, face a conflict with 
compassion, or engage with children 
who are different from us if we don’t 

know ourselves?



The Johari Window



UNDERSTANDING SELF:

ACES and Resiliency 



Good Will Hunting Video
All behavior has meaning…

                                                                                                            
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8GY3sO47YYo



5 Pillars of Resilence:
1. Self Awareness - is having a clear perception of your personality, 

including strengths, weaknesses, thoughts, beliefs, motivation, 
and emotions.

2. Mindfulness - is a state of active, open attention on the present
3. Self Care - is unique for each person and can be understood in 

many different ways.
4. Positive Relationships - are the people who support and care for us 

— and we care for them. 
5.  Purpose - is a recognition that we belong to and serve something 
bigger than ourselves.



Three Kinds of responses to Stress: 



Emotional Milestones



Attachment
Styles



My Temperament…their Temperament 





I and Thou



“Celebrate Children”



 



   I Pledge to…
Protect children from my anxiety and their own

Tell them the truth, however difficult it may be

Acknowledge their curiosity, even if I am not able to 
nourish it

Never compare them to their peers

Never try to fulfill my dreams through them

I prioritize their happiness over achievements

I trust every child’s capacity and so,

I pledge to follow their lead!
                                                                                              
                                               ISEY


